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Abstract 

Remote examination and job interviews have gained popularity and become indispensable because of both 

pandemics and the advantage of remote working circumstances. Most businesses and educational organizations 

use these platforms for recruitment as well as online exams. However, one of the critical problems of the remote 

examination systems is conducting the exams in a reliable environment. In this work, we present a cheating 

analysis pipeline for online interviews and exams. The system only requires a video of the candidate, which is 

recorded during the exam by using a webcam without a need for any extra tool. Then cheating detection pipeline 

is employed to detect the presence of another person, electronic device usage, and candidate absence status. The 

pipeline consists of face detection, face recognition, object detection, and face tracking algorithms. To evaluate 

the performance of the pipeline we collected a private video dataset. The video dataset includes both cheating 

activities and clean videos. Ultimately, our pipeline presents an efficient and fast guideline for detecting and 

analyzing cheating actions in an online interview and exam video. 

Keywords: Cheating detection; Face detection; Object detection; Face tracking; Video processing. 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, online job interviews are becoming increasingly popular. One rationale for this type of hiring is 

pandemic preparation, but the ability to spend time and energy effectively is also a key motivator for both 

individuals and employers. Instead of conducting interviews in actual offices, candidates may now do interviews 

online at any time and from any location globally.  
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As a consequence, online interviews make hiring faster and easier. Exams are popular instruments used to assess 

people's understanding of specific areas. However, cheating is a critical problem and must be eliminated to 

ensure academic honesty [1]. As a result, proctoring online exams in a dependable setting is critical for the 

exams to be authentic. According to King and Case [2], over 74% of students believe they can easily cheat in 

online exams. When exams are administered in the traditional manner, applicants are to be overseen by a human 

proctor, which is often utilized to provide credible exams. However, proctoring is a tedious and time-consuming 

task. It simply entails keeping an eye on an individual or a group of people throughout an exam and preventing 

pre-planned cheating behaviors. Even after the pandemic has passed, automating the proctoring procedure at 

universities or colleges can allow highly educated staff to work more efficiently. Automated proctoring 

solutions, in essence, are valuable additions to online interview and exam systems. To validate the integrity of 

the interview, online interview systems that capture candidate videos often use computer vision and machine 

learning algorithms [3,4,5]. Face verification is a critical component of these systems. Furthermore, object 

detection is required to track any other irregularities that may arise throughout the session. It aids in detecting 

the appearance of other people or the prohibited use of an electronic device. 

It may be argued that these cheating activities do not have to take place in front of cameras and may never be 

discovered. Although this is a valid point, our system is designed to process only video records. We believe it 

would be helpful to use it as part of a larger interview system in order to dissuade candidates from cheating.         

We created an online interview anti-cheating solution that is powered by cutting-edge deep learning detection 

models. A system like this could be utilized in an online exam where the candidate answers questions that have 

already been prepared without the need for a human proctor. For this aim, the candidate's frontal view, as shown 

in Figure 1, should be captured for subsequent examination. 

Our goal is to detect the following occurrences that may occur during the exam: (1) the presence of another 

person, (2) the use of an electronic device, and (3) the absence status. Figure 2 depicts an exam environment 

with a candidate and various disallowed interactions and actions that they must avoid for a genuine interview or 

exam. 

 

Figure 1: Cheating detection system. 
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Our contributions are summarized below: 

• We have created an efficient cheating detection pipeline. 

• We have deployed a combination of image/video processing techniques particularly designed to detect 

cheating activities. 

• We have presented cheating evaluation components such as another person's appearance, electronic device 

usage, and candidate absence status to determine a cheating activity. 

• We have employed state-of-the-art deep learning models for face and object detection as cheating detection 

components. 

• We have proposed three metrics to evaluate the performance of the pipeline. 

An earlier version of this work was presented in [6]. We included more detailed literature review, dataset 

evaluation, experiments, performance metrics and graphical analysis as major differences. 

 

Figure 2: An exam environment with forbidden interactions (use of an electronic device and presence of an 

another person). 

2. Related Works 

Poutre and his colleagues [7] and Arno and his colleagues [8] provide a comprehensive comparison of online 

proctoring systems and their features.  Examples of such systems include online exam environments that can 

prevent cheating acts with preemptive procedures, allowing them to reduce the number of cheating attempts 

without the use of a proctor [9,10,11]. Another form of this technique combines preemptive systems with human 

proctors [12,13]. 

There are automated interview systems without AI-based anti-cheating services [14,15]. These methods were 

created to evaluate candidates for an online coding platform. Although some form of plagiarism detection is 

provided [14,15], there is no detection for the presence of several people or the use of electronic devices. 
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Some applications, such as [16], use simply a user verification system with a trajectory analysis to verify that 

the person is the actual person who has been granted access to the system. Other alternatives, such as [17], 

combine automated detection systems with human proctors, as well as well-defined workflows. Furthermore, 

Asep and Bandung [5] suggest a user verification system for online exam proctoring. 

Multi-modal techniques combine different cheater analysis methodologies in visual and audial features. 

Reference [18] employs these characteristics in conjunction with psychological factors to determine a 

candidate's hirability. Some multi-modal techniques, such as [3,4], present detailed pipelines with features such 

as voice detection, gaze estimation, and head-pose estimation. This type of broad pipeline, on the other hand, 

often necessitates greater computer capacity. 

Online proctoring technologies powered by artificial intelligence have a significant impact on exam 

administration in a trustworthy and safe environment [3,19]. Our system has a similar structure to the study [3], 

including detection of another person and electrical devices. In addition, in [3], an eye tracker was utilized to 

determine where the candidate was looking during the exam. In [20], a dual vision camera is utilized to capture 

additional information from a person's face. However, providing an eye tracker or dual vision camera to all 

candidates in a typical exam setting is often not possible.   

3. Methodology 

Our system aims to detect predefined cheating activities in a fully automated way by processing only the 

recorded video of the test-taker or -as we call- Candidate. The system does not require any additional hardware 

except the webcam or any available camera. Moreover, there is no authentication phase where the candidate 

uploads some visual and textual information in advance. We only need the candidate to show themselves clearly 

in the first 20 seconds of the video to let us register the candidate's face for further process. All these features 

make our system quite fast and efficient as we delve into detail in the following sections. 

The following subjects are covered in the remainder of this section: Dataset, Cheating detection pipeline, Video 

pre-processing, Candidate's face detection, Face recognition, Object detection, Face tracking, and Result 

analysis. 

3.1. Dataset 

Because there is no publicly available dataset for cheating detection, we built and created our own data 

collection and labeling strategy. We used our online exam platform1, which measures participants' talents for 

employers with hundreds of questions drawn from a question pool. The pool contains both multiple-choice and 

free coding problems. We asked the participants to engage in some deliberate cheating. These behaviors include 

having someone other than the candidate in the exam area, the candidate leaving the exam environment, visibly 

utilizing a cell phone or laptop, or any combination of these occurrences throughout the video. Participants took 

part in the trials from various locations such as rooms, schools, or workplaces; they employed various camera 

 
1 www.talent-interview.com/ 
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angles and settings; they were in varying lighting conditions. These variations made detecting cheating events 

quite difficult; for example, mobile phones were barely visible because participants held them right next to their 

ears in a speaking position without clearly showing the phone to the camera, or the candidate left the exam 

partially without showing their face by showing a part of their body. 

From Huawei Turkey R&D Center, 22 participants with 37  videos joined our experiments.  As previously 

stated, the majority of them were requested to purposefully engage in a cheating event. The videos range in 

length from 10 to 25 minutes. Two annotators observed and labeled cheating intervals in seconds (start second, 

end second). Each incident was labeled individually. For example, if Absence and Another person events 

occurred simultaneously, they are both labeled as two events. To be labeled for the Another person occurrence, 

the other person's face or body must be visible. Similarly, for the Absence event, the candidate's face and body 

should be absent from the scene. Using a mobile phone or laptop without being seen in the camera view was not 

considered a cheating event for the Device event; nonetheless, even if a little part of the device was visible, it 

was annotated. Figure 3 depicts a pie chart of our dataset with the counts of cheating incidents. 

 

Figure 3: Cheating event distribution of our dataset with 37 videos. 

As previously stated, even slight variations in camera angles, lighting, and visibility rates cause significant 

variances in events. Other variations evolved as a result of the occurrence of the cheating events in various 

ways. For example, a candidate may exit the exam environment and another individual may become visible for a 

limited period of time. Alternatively, a candidate could demonstrate the use of an electronic device just by 

displaying a portion of its cover side. These contentious cases spark debate during both the labeling and testing 

phases 

3.2. Cheating detection pipeline 

We make several assumptions for an ideal online interview system in order to define cheating instances that we 

want to detect. To begin, we suppose that there is a person whose face appears throughout the video and who 

is referred to as Candidate. A genuine online interview video, in which no instances of cheating actions are 

observed, is characterized as: 
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• There should not be any people other than one Candidate. 

• Using a mobile phone or an additional computer is strictly prohibited. However, we can only detect them if 

they are visible in the video. 

• Leaving the exam environment for more than 5% of the exam duration is forbidden. 

Violating at least one of the situations above will result in cheating actions as Another person, Device, and 

Absence respectively, and the overall label of the video will be Suspicious. If all three actions are clean, then the 

video is labeled as Clean. Due to the subjective character of cheating occurrences, we favor the descriptor 

Suspicious over Cheating. 

Our anti-cheating pipeline attempts to decide on each of these three events and it consists of five major 

elements: Video pre-processing, Candidate's face detection, Face recognition, Object detection and Result 

analysis. Details of the pipeline can be seen in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Proposed cheating detection pipeline. 

 1) The video file is preprocessed for the standard codec, constant fps, and resolution values. 2) The candidate's 

face is identified and registered in the first 20 seconds of the video for further analysis. If the candidate's face 

cannot be found, then the video will not be processed further. 3) Face detection, face tracking, and object 

detection modules traverse the entire video, processing each frame. Each frame's outcome is provided in a table. 

4) Each cheating event field, Another person, Device, and Absence, is investigated in the table. 5) Each field is 

labeled as either Clean or Suspicious. 6) If at least one field is labeled as Suspicious then the final output is also 

Suspicious; otherwise, it is Clean. 

3.3. Video pre-processing 

Data pre-processing is an essential step for these kinds of applications. Therefore, videos must be pre-processed 

for the succeeding steps to operate more efficiently. In this work, all videos are converted to pre-defined format 

with fixed resolution.     

Other than resolution, FPS (frame per second) rate is an important parameter at this step. We set our videos at a 

constant 3 FPS rate. Generally, higher FPS rates mean higher accuracy. However, for extracting important 

cheating relations between subsequent frames, this FPS rate was found to be sufficient in our experiments. In 

addition, 400 pixel width was employed while maintaining their original aspect ratios. 
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3.4. Candidate’s face detection 

One major feature of our system is the authorization of the candidates by processing the first 20 seconds of the 

video. This eliminates the identity checking procedure before starting video recording. Therefore, locating and 

registering the candidate's facial encodings is necessary for this step.  

Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [21] based Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a well-known algorithm 

for face detection. Besides, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) based detectors are very popular. We have 

employed these two methods at this stage and used pre-trained models from the dlib [22] library for both of 

them. The candidate's face and face encodings are determined for future analysis. At this point, we have only 

used the HOG detector. We locate all of the faces in each frame in the first 20 seconds of the video. Head-pose 

estimation is a supportive technique that is used in face detection applications frequently to detect face angles. 

We utilized it for examining the face angles. Here, the angles between the camera's horizontal and vertical axes 

and the face pose axes should be measured. If the measured angles exceed the thresholds, then those faces are 

not acknowledged as candidate's faces. HOG-based SVM classifier generates 128𝐷 vectors for all obtained 

faces for future comparison throughout the video. 

3.5. Face recognition 

We process each frame of the video to detect the existence of the candidate's face, count the faces and bodies, 

and detect the appearance of an electronic gadget. At this point, the HOG-based detector is the primary detector. 

If it is unable to detect any faces, a CNN-based detector is used to look for possible faces. The former is chosen 

for shorter processing times. 

While traversing the frames, we compare the encodings of the candidate's face to each located face in a frame. 

As previously stated, registered frames from the first 20 seconds of the video are gathered and are referred to as 

𝐹𝑠, where 𝑠 denotes the frame index in the first 20 seconds. Traversed frames are called 𝐹𝑡, where 𝑡 represents 

the frame indices of the entire video. Face distance is calculated for each identified face in any frame, 𝐹𝑡, as 

 min(||𝐷1||𝐹 , ||𝐷2||𝐹 , … , ||𝐷𝑠||𝐹 , … , ||𝐷𝑛||𝐹) (1) 

where 𝒏 = 𝟔𝟎 is the number of frames collected from the first 20 seconds of 𝟑 FPS video, and ||𝑫𝒔||𝑭  is the 

Euclidean distance between 𝑭𝒔 and 𝑭𝒕 as 

 ||𝐷𝑠||𝐹 = ||𝐹𝑠 − 𝐹𝑡||𝐹 (2) 

which can also be written as 

 
||𝐷𝑠||𝐹 = √∑ ||𝐹𝑠 − 𝐹𝑡||𝐹

128
𝑖=1  . 

(3) 

The distance to the nearest face among all registered faces is considered as the face distance, as in (1). We also 
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used partial face matching, a basic yet effective technique for partially viewed faces. When we compute the 

distance between 𝑭𝒔 and 𝑭𝒕 in (2), we make the assumption that values lower than 𝝐 = 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 in 𝑭𝒕 are coming 

from unseen or imperceptible features of the detected face. By equalizing  𝑭𝒕 and  𝑭𝒔 at the same indices in the 

𝟏𝟐𝟖𝑫 face encodings vector, we eliminate the distances resulting from these small values. In other words, small 

values in  𝑭𝒕 are disregarded while computing the face distance. This assumption reduces many false alarms by 

allowing lower face distances when a candidate is present but only partially visible. 

A constant thresholding approach is used to calculate outlier face distances. Frames with facial distances that 

exceed the 𝟎. 𝟔𝟓 threshold in our experiments are nominated as frames with another person. Following that, we 

link those frames to each other based on their proximity in the time sequence to determine how many times 

another person appears in the video. If those frames are connected, each sequence counts as 𝟏 appearance of 

another person. 

3.6. Object detection 

Selected object classes to be detected are person, mobile phone and laptop from the COCO2017 dataset [23]. 

Mobilenet-SSD model [24] was trained with these three classes to run on each traversal frame 𝑭𝒕. 

Unlike face detection, confidence values are used from the Mobilenet-SSD model to determine cheating actions 

rather than distance values. Body detection threshold (𝟎. 𝟔𝟓) and device detection threshold (𝟎. 𝟑𝟎) were used in 

our experiments. These are optimum threshold values based on our experiments in order to achieve a balance of 

real detections and false alarms. 

Body counts and confidence values are collected from each frame for body detection. Nominated frames are 

selected by the following conditions: (1) The frames with a body count of 𝟏 but no candidate's face is found. (2) 

Body count is more than 𝟏 but a candidate's face is found. Nominated frames are united as one event based on 

their distances in the sequence to decide how many times multiple bodies appeared in the video. Throughout the 

video, if there has been at least 𝟏 event, the decision for Another person is positive. 

Modified Mobilenet-SSD that has three classes produces outputs for each of them (body, mobile phone, 

and laptop). As a result, confidences are thresholded, as in body detection. The frames that exceed the threshold 

are connected to determine the count of a device that appears. If the count is at least 𝟏, the conclusion is that 

existence of a device is positive. 

3.7. Face tracking 

We also used a face tracking algorithm, the correlation tracker [25], for better face comparison. The method is 

similar to that of face detection technique and is supplied by the dlib library [22]. 

Face detection algorithm might fail in frames where the interested face region is not visible clearly. In these 

situations face tracking can support to find those invisible face regions. These situations frequently arise when 

the candidate's face is temporarily blocked by an object or when the face is exposed from an unusual angle. In 
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this scenario, the face tracking result is prioritized. Face tracking is deactivated in circumstances where the 

candidate's face is blocked or when they depart the environment, resulting in a significant decline in face 

tracking confidence. 

The other critical scenario arises when the faces found by face tracking and face detection do not overlap. If 

their relative distance (relative to the length of the frame diagonal) is too large, this frame is taken as Another 

person. 

3.8. Result analysis 

Outputs of every single frame are recorded in a table that is evaluated. This table summarizes the components of 

all features presented above. 

The findings of face and body detection are combined in the Another person decision. If one of them has a count 

of at least 𝟏, the Another person event is reported as Suspicious, otherwise it is Clean. The Device event is 

reported as either Clean or Suspicious as a direct result of device detection. 

We have a 𝟓% upper limit for determining if Absence occurred or not. If the candidate's face is not discovered 

in a frame with a body count of 𝟎 and the ratio of the count such frames to total number of frames exceeds a 𝟓% 

threshold, report of Absence is Suspicious. Otherwise, Clean is used. 

Having at least one of these three events as Suspicious makes the overall decision for the video Suspicious as 

well; otherwise, the conclusion is Clean. 

4. Experimental Results 

We executed tests on a private dataset that we collected and labeled from online interviews with 𝟐𝟐 different 

participants, totaling 𝟑𝟕  various interview videos ranging in duration from 𝟏𝟎  minutes to 𝟐𝟓  minutes as 

explained in Section 3.1. The majority of the videos involve deliberate cheating actions such as another person's 

appearance, electronic device use, or the candidate's absence. 

Videos were watched and labeled based on their cheating events. If at least one of the three events (Another 

person, Device, and Absence) appears to be dominant, the video is labeled as Suspicious, and the related 

cheating event is also labeled as Suspicious. 

4.1. Performance metrics 

As in [3], we have utilized instance-based and segment-based metrics to measure our performance. Additionally, 

we have measured overall accuracies by video-based labels. We calculate accuracies by two ratios: True 

Detection Rate (TDR) and False Alarm Rate (FAR). TDR is the ratio of the number of correct predictions to the 

number of all positive labels which measures how many of the cheating actions are predicted correctly. On the 

other side, FAR is the ratio of the number of false predictions to the number of all positive predictions which 
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measures how many predictions are wrong. 

4.1.1. Instance-based evaluation 

A true cheating instance is a region with black borders and the detection instance is the red region as drawn in 

Figure 5. For matching regions, we have used IOU (Intersection over Union) ratio. So, for a cheating instance if 

the detection instance with the highest IOU of all detection instances is above 𝟎. 𝟏, then it counts as a true 

detection. Similarly, for a detection instance if the true cheating instance with the highest IOU of all true 

cheating instances is below 0.1, then it counts as a false alarm. In Figure 5, TDR is 𝟎. 𝟖𝟑 whereas FAR 𝟎. 𝟏𝟔 by 

instance metric. 

 

Figure 5: Sample true cheating (black) and detection (red) instances on separate timelines. 

Instances 1 and 2 in both timeline show the matching cases even though the detection instances do not exactly 

overlap with real instances. Cheating instance 6 is a missed and detection instance 6 is a false alarm case. 

Cheating instances 3 and 4 combined, and instance 5 individually show the cases where a careful matching with 

predictions is required. In these cases, we match the cheating instance with the closest detection instance and 

check their IOU values for calculating true detections. Similarly, to be able to decide a false alarm case, we 

match the detection instance with the closest cheating instance. Therefore, same detection instance may be 

counted as true detection more than once, or there may be multiple false alarms for the same cheating instance. 

All these cases emphasize that instance based metric is a bit difficult to measure the real performance of our 

system since it involves a matching complexity. 

Table 1 shows the performance of our system by instance-based metric on our private dataset. 

Table 1: Instance TDR and FAR values on our dataset. 

 Instance TDR Instance FAR 

Another person 0.639 0.000 

Device 0.619 0.020 

Absence 0.694 0.131 
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4.1.2. Segment-based evaluation 

Frame sequences are segmented according to constant segment lengths with their reference cheating labels and 

detection results. We have two frame sequences as cheating sequence and detection sequence. Each frame 

sequence is an array of binary elements where these elements represent the reference cheating labels and the 

predictions in the cheating sequence and the detection sequence respectively. 

For each segment, these two array elements are compared. Array elements correspond to frames. A segment in 

the cheating sequence is labeled as a cheating segment when the ratio of positive elements to the length of the 

segment array is above 𝟎. 𝟓. Similarly, a segment in the detection sequence is labeled as a detection segment if 

the ratio of positive elements to the segment length is above 𝟎. 𝟓. 

When a segment is labeled as a cheating segment in the cheating sequence and a detection segment in the 

detection sequence, then we have a true detection. Oppositely, when a segment is labeled as a detection segment 

in the detection sequence but not labeled as a cheating segment in the cheating sequence, then we have a false 

alarm. 

Tables 2 and 3 show the performance of our system by segment based metric on our private dataset. Segment 

lengths are 𝟏 and 𝟑 seconds or 𝟑 or 𝟗 frames since experiments were at 𝟑 FPS. 

Table 2: Segment (1 sec) TDR and FAR values on our dataset. 

 Segment (1 sec) TDR Segment (1 sec) FAR 

Another person 0.510 0.000 

Device 0.424 0.027 

Absence 0.783 0.110 

 

Table 3: Segment (3 sec) TDR and FAR values on our dataset. 

 Segment (3 sec) TDR Segment (3 sec) FAR 

Another person 0.537 0.000 

Device 0.447 0.027 

Absence 0.961 0.106 

4.1.3. Video-based evaluation 

Each video sample has one binary label by their cheating events (Another person, Absence, and Device). If there 

is at least one true cheating instance and at least one detection instance throughout the frame sequence, this is a 

true detection. Similarly, if there is no true cheating instance and we have at least one cheating detection, it is a 

false alarm. 
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Precision, recall and F1 metrics are presented in Table 4. Positive labels are presumed as Suspicious whereas 

negative labels are presumed as Clean. Therefore, true-positive and true-negative cases are correctly predicted 

Suspicious and Clean ones respectively, whereas false-positive and false-negative cases are the ones incorrectly 

predicted as Suspicious and Clean cases respectively. 

Among all three metrics presented above, the segment-based metric is a more clear and lucid metric compared 

to the instance-based one. The latter requires the matching of cheating and detection instances by using a 

threshold for intersection over union. The former does not require such matching decisions but may be sensitive 

to the choice of the segment length. 

 

Figure 6: Sequence analysis of Another person instances of a sample video with some corresponding frames. 

 Black and red colors specify the ground truth and detection instances respectively. Green and blue lines indicate 

face distance and multiple body confidence values. Dashed lines at 0.65 indicate their threshold values. Frame 1 

is the registered candidate face. In frame 2 there is another person and it is detected, whereas in 3 other person's 

face is not visible and multiple body confidence is below the threshold, and it is a miss. Frame 4 shows a case 

where the candidate's face angle causes the face distance to increase. However, the face tracking model prevents 

a false alarm. In the second half of the video, face distance becomes quite large due to the different face position 

of the candidate as in frame 5 than frame 1. Nevertheless, there is no false alarm at this part. 

 

Figure 7: Sequence analysis of Device instances of a sample video with some corresponding frames. 

Black and red colors specify the ground truth and detection instances respectively. Orange lines are raw 

confidences of our object detection model and are converted into red regions through sequence analysis. Dashed 
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lines indicate the threshold value. Frame 1 is the registered candidate face. In frame 2, even though phone call 

action is obvious, the phone itself is barely visible due to bad angles. In the ending of the same cheating 

instance, the candidate holds the phone at a better angle as in frame 3, and there we detect it. Frames 4 and 5 

show a very similar case as 2 and 3. In frame 6, the phone is apparent once again and the detection is satisfying. 

 

 

Figure 8: Sequence analysis of Absence instances of the same video as in Figure 7 with some corresponding 

frames on top. 

Black and red colors specify the ground truth and detection instances respectively. Orange regions are raw 

prediction results and eliminated through the sequence analysis part. In frame 1, the device is blocking the face 

and a false absence alarm occurs. On the other hand, in frame 2, the real absence case is detected correctly. 

Although using video-based metric decreases the number of cheating events in the dataset since detecting 

individual instances are irrelevant, we believe it is a more suitable predilection for measuring system accuracy. 

Since our system is designed and optimized for detecting cheating activities as quickly as possible without any 

exhaustive processing, measuring the performance by using a video-based metric is suitable for our system. 

In Figures 6, 7 and 8 there are sequence plots from two different sample videos where horizontal axes indicate 

the time in seconds, and vertical axes define a range between [𝟎, 𝟏] for ground truths and predictions as well as 

raw predictions of our system. Raw predictions are indicated with orange and they are converted into red 

regions that are our final prediction instances. There are both success and failure cases shown in Figures 6, 7, 

and 8. For example, if a candidate's face is shown with an odd angle, or another person's face or body is not 

clearly seen, then our system might produce wrong predictions. 

Our private dataset does not allow us to make a direct comparison to other similar works [3,4]. Nonetheless, 

individual event-based and overall cheating performances are encouraging. 

Relatively lower precision scores in the Another person event are caused by higher false-positive rates due to 

unrecognized candidate faces. There are minor false-negative occurrences in the Device event as well, because 

candidates are mainly trying to disguise their mobile phone usage so that the device is not seen conspicuously. 

4.2. Hardware performance 
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We have used Python2 language for the implementation of the whole system. All tests were conducted on a 

workstation with Intel i9 20 CPU cores at 3.60GHz with 64 GB RAM. The operating system was Ubuntu 

18.043. Besides, in order to have an easily deployable system to a wide range of machines, we have packaged 

our environment with Pyinstaller4 tool, so that all of the required libraries and face/object detection models 

could be bundled together. The bundle size is around 𝟗𝟎𝟎 MB. Processing times of all components can be seen 

in Table 5. 

Considering our system can work at constant 𝟑 FPS videos, the overall speed of 𝟒. 𝟗 FPS in Table 5 means that 

the system surpasses real-time speed. In other words, a 𝟏 minute long video is being processed around 𝟑𝟕 

seconds. 

Table 5: Processing times of all components of our system. 

 FPS 

Video pre-processing 16 

Candidate’s face detection 498 

Face recognition 14 

Object detection 47 

Result analysis 1.5 × 10−6 

Overall 𝟒. 𝟗 

5. Discussion 

In this work, we have focused on designing an efficient pipeline for online interviews and exams with state-of-

the-art computer vision and video processing techniques. Since having a fast pipeline is aimed, we had to limit 

the system inputs and outputs. Inputs are constrained with visual data and audio data is ignored. Furthermore, 

the system outputs of the cheating analysis are confined just by three cheating events that are Another person, 

Device and Absence. This makes our system more like a computer vision application. 

As mentioned earlier, Figures 6, 7 and 8 show some success and failure cases together. Since we have access 

only to the frontal view of both candidate and exam environment, if the cheating event is not happening at good 

visual angles, our system might fail at detecting those cases or produce false alarms. Oppositely, the efficient 

mixture of face tracking and sequence analysis techniques provides correct predictions. For instance, in Figure 6 

frame 4 shows a case where the face tracking module prevents a false alarm by analyzing the continuation in the 

sequence even though the frontal face of the candidate is not at a desirable angle. 

Even though we are only processing visual data, we have employed a combination of classical image and video 

processing techniques with state-of-the-art deep learning models in an easily deployable and fast algorithmic 

pipeline. We also claim that the components of the pipeline can be detached and used separately since most of 

 
2 python.org/downloads 
3 releases.ubuntu.com/18.04 
4 pyinstaller.org 
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them do not depend on each other. For example, if Absence case is not important for an application, that part 

would be discarded from Result analysis phase. Similarly, if one is only interested in the usage of electronic 

devices in an exam environment, only the object detection module can run, and be analyzed accordingly. 

Another advantage of our system is that it does not require any additional hardware or any data source other 

than a video file. All authentication and processing steps rely on one single video file that is recorded during the 

exam. On the other hand, an obvious weakness of such an approach is that the inability to detect any cheating 

action that is out of the scene. Without using auxiliary hardware such as a wearcam as in [3], it is not possible to 

have all the information of the exam environment. Nonetheless, with this limited environment information and 

relatively low processing value (𝟑 FPS), our system promises a reliable assurance at detecting main cheating 

activities. Moreover, not using those auxiliary hardware makes the system simple, easily applicable, and fast.  

Besides, this system can be considered as an application that works collaboratively with human proctors. Since 

detected cheating event seconds are known, those parts of the video can be trimmed and be checked by the 

proctor. Such usage is more desirable compared to manually checking the whole video for a possible cheating 

event. 

Further work that can improve the performance of our system would be to employ a voice analysis module as 

some cheating events may involve only speaking or other cheating events are accompanied by suspicious voice 

activity. The other improvement is to add a gaze tracking module similar to [26,27] to analyze the eye 

movements of the candidates. We believe that these two modules can greatly contribute to the accuracy of our 

system. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper presents a cheating detection pipeline. The main goal of the system is to provide a reliable and secure 

exam environment for online interviews and exams. It only requires a small-sized video of the candidate that 

can be recorded by an integrated webcam. Therefore it is an easily applicable and fast system. The pipeline 

includes face detection, face recognition, face tracking, and object detection components. We determined three 

main cheating activities that are Another person, Device, and Absence. We conducted the experiments on a 

private dataset that consists of 𝟑𝟕 videos with real-life cheating activities. As a measurement, we utilized three 

different metrics that are instance-based, segment-based, and video-based metrics. In the result, we obtained 

𝟎. 𝟗𝟏 F1 score by video-based metric. As a further step, we plan to expand our work with voice analysis and 

gaze estimation features. 
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